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For the first time in history, DOJ’s Anti-

trust Division used binding arbitration to

resolve a central dispute in a merger

challenge. As part of its lawsuit to block

Novelis Inc.’s proposed acquisition of

Aleris Corporation, the parties and DOJ

agreed to resolve the issue of market defi-

nition through binding arbitration. DOJ

implemented the relevant order and regula-

tions for Alternative Dispute Resolution

(“ADR”) in the mid-1990s,1 but this marks

the first time DOJ has used its arbitration

authority.

This successful foray means that DOJ

leadership is likely to offer arbitration to

resolve narrow disputes in future merger

investigations. Arbitration may facilitate

faster resolution of critical issues without

incurring the time and expense of full court

litigation. Increased use of arbitration also

implicates public policy issues, including

deciding what matters will be used to shape

precedent.

The Proposed Merger and
Challenge

Novelis, a flat-rolled aluminum pro-

ducer, agreed to acquire Aleris, a relatively

new producer of flat-rolled aluminum, in

July 2018. More than a year later, DOJ

filed a complaint in the Northern District

of Ohio seeking to block the acquisition.2

The Novelis complaint alleges that the

acquisition would combine two of only

four North American producers of alumi-

num auto body sheet (“ABS”), providing

the combined entity with 60% of total pro-

duction capacity and allowing it to raise
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prices, reduce innovation, and provide less favor-

able terms of service to automakers. Automakers

are increasingly using aluminum ABS to develop

vehicles that are lighter and more fuel-efficient.

The complaint quotes internal party documents

to support DOJ’s theories, including that Novelis

was worried Aleris could be sold to a “new mar-

ket entrant in the U.S. with lower pricing disci-

pline” and that an “alternative buyer [was] likely

to bid aggressively and negatively impact pric-

ing” in the market.3

In announcing the challenge, DOJ promoted the

use of arbitration as allowing it to “resolve the dis-

positive issue of market definition in this case ef-

ficiently and effectively, saving taxpayer

resources.”4 In 1995, Attorney General Janet Reno

ordered the entire DOJ (not just the Antitrust Divi-

sion) to undertake greater use of ADR “in ap-

propriate cases.”5 In 1996, the Antitrust Division

published policy guidance, including on case

selection criteria, different ADR techniques such

as arbitration and mediation, and factors favoring

or disfavoring ADR. This guidance notably

provides:

Because of the time constraints imposed by the

[Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act

of 1976] and the exigencies of the merger review

process in general, ADR techniques will likely be

difficult to apply during the course of merger

investigations. On the other hand, nonmerger

investigations often have more timing flexibility.6

In Novelis, DOJ filed a notice with the court

stating that “because this merger challenge would

turn on a single dispositive issue [product market

definition], the parties have agreed to refer this is-

sue to binding arbitration . . . to lessen the burden

on the Court and reduce litigation costs.”7 The no-

tice included a redacted term sheet governing the

parties’ agreement to arbitrate.8 According to that

document:

E The parties and DOJ “must work in good

faith to commence the arbitral hearing”

within 120 days of the filing of the answer,

assuming DOJ has not accepted a remedy.

Arbitration had to be completed within 21

days, and the decision made within 14 days

of the hearing.

E If DOJ and the parties could not agree on a
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single arbitrator, a panel of three arbitrators

would be selected.

E The arbitral decision was limited to five

pages.

E If the arbitrator determined that the relevant

market is broader than DOJ alleged, the

complaint would be promptly dismissed. If

the arbitrator agreed with DOJ, the parties

would be forced to divest certain assets and

pay DOJ’s fees and costs, including expert

fees.

E If the arbitrator did not rule for DOJ prior to

December 20, 2019, and the arbitration was

still pending as of that date (which occurred),

the parties could close the transaction subject

to holding the potentially divested assets

separate from the rest of the business.9

The Arbitrator’s Decision

In a March 2020 DOJ press release, DOJ an-

nounced that it had prevailed in the arbitration

and, as a result, Novelis must divest Aleris’ alumi-

num ABS operations in North America.10 Assis-

tant Attorney General for the Antitrust Division

(“AAG”) Makan Delrahim stated that DOJ sup-

ports increasing use of arbitration “in the right

circumstances.” In this case, arbitration “proved

to be an effective procedure for the streamlined

adjudication of a dispositive issue in a merger

challenge” and that DOJ “look[s] forward to ap-

plying the learning from this case to future

matters.”11

The arbitrator’s five-page decision “relied upon

the evidentiary record, the 2010 Merger Guide-

lines, as well as relevant case law and other

authorities.” He concluded that, while steel and

aluminum ABS suppliers may “aggressively com-

pete” at some stages of the automobile manufac-

turers’ design process, the evidence supported the

DOJ’s product market because steel did not com-

pete with aluminum ABS at later stages where

“actual and dynamic pricing occurs.”12 Notably,

the arbitrator dismissed both parties’ experts’

quantitative evidence because “the underlying

data used by both economists was not sufficiently

verifiable to be definitively relied upon.”13

The arbitrator found that steel producers did not

constrain the pricing of aluminum ABS in a way

that would support a product market that included

both steel and aluminum ABS. The government

and merging parties diverged over when and how

to analyze the significance of price competition,

for example, at the procurement phase only (DOJ

position) or at the design and procurement phases

(merging parties’ position). According to the

arbitrator, the parties also “would leave the exer-

cise of looking at pricing discipline to competitive

effects analysis,” urging a more “holistic view” of

the evidence that “focus[es] on the entire

equation.” However, the arbitrator explained:

It would be odd if the parties agreed to have the

outcome in the Arbitration depend on what stage,

in merger analysis, price effects are analyzed, and

particularly so because the two stages (market def-

inition and competitive effects) are so closely

interrelated that the choice could be serendipitous:

“[e]vidence of competitive effects can inform

market definition, just as market definition can be

informative regarding competitive effects.”14

This statement highlights a common issue over

the intersection of market definition and competi-

tive effects analysis in merger investigations and

litigation. The analytical spillover between the

two concepts potentially serves as a cautionary

tale for companies considering whether to pursue

arbitration, and on what basis.
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Court Approval and Divestiture

DOJ will next file a proposed final judgment

with the court requiring Novelis to divest Aleris’

entire aluminum ABS operations in North Amer-

ica to preserve competition in the relevant market.

Under the Tunney Act, DOJ must publish the or-

der in the Federal Register, and cause a summary

of the contents of the order to be published in a

newspaper, allowing 60 days for public

comments.15 The parties may close before com-

pleting the divestiture, but they are also awaiting

resolution of foreign merger review before they

can close.16

Potential Benefits of Arbitration

Novelis illustrates how arbitration provides

DOJ and merging parties with more control over

when and how a case will be resolved. Arbitration

gives the parties latitude to define the rules of the

game. Typically, a judge in a civil matter has sig-

nificant discretion over how she manages trials,

including when hearings will occur, how long

discovery will be, and when to issue a decision.

With arbitration, DOJ and merging parties can

agree on the schedule they believe makes sense

without being limited by a court’s other matters.

From a process perspective, arbitration is a win

for merging parties. Although in Novelis, the

arbitration schedule was similar to a typical

merger litigation, i.e., four months for pretrial

discovery overseen by the court and three weeks

for the arbitration hearing, parties in other cases

could decide on a more condensed schedule de-

pending on the scope of the issue presented. Ad-

ditionally, if the parties agree on a narrow ques-

tion for arbitration, the amount of discovery

needed may be greatly reduced as compared to

typical merger litigation. This could save both

time and resources for all involved (including

potential third parties who would otherwise be

required to respond to subpoenas). This, in turn,

can reduce the cost and length of the arbitration

by decreasing the number witnesses and exhibits

presented.

Likewise, putting a deadline on when a deci-

sion has to be entered (here, within 14 days of the

hearing’s conclusion) gives companies greater

certainty for when the process will resolve. Al-

though federal judges often strive to issue opinions

in merger challenges in a timely manner (and

often much quicker than decisions issued in the

non-merger context), parties have no ability to

force a judge to render judgment by a certain date.

This is not the case with arbitration. As a service

provider hired by the parties to focus on their

specific issue, requiring decision by a date certain

is an option.

Perhaps the biggest advantage of arbitration

over traditional litigation is the ability to choose

the arbitrator. Unlike litigation in which judges

are randomly assigned, arbitration allows the

government and merging parties to agree on the

decision maker. The DOJ and merging parties will

have to decide on a process to decide on an

arbitrator. In Novelis, the two sides agreed that, if

they could not agree on a single arbitrator, a panel

of three arbitrators would be selected. While this

system worked in Novelis, it is certainly not the

only option. Another approach parties could

explore is allowing each side to pick one arbitra-

tor and allowing those arbitrators to pick a third to

complete the panel. Still another is having one

party choose three arbitrators it would be happy

with and the other side selecting the one that will

ultimately arbitrate the matter. The key point:

there is substantial flexibility in how an arbitrator

can be selected.
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This flexibility is key because the identity of

the arbitrator may be just as important as the scope

of the question arbitrated. Here, AAG Delrahim

commended the arbitrator as “a highly-respected

and experienced antitrust lawyer and former

Director of the Federal Trade Commission’s Bu-

reau of Competition” who also served in private

practice.17 If arbitration becomes a more common

tool for resolving antitrust investigations, there

will be increasing demand for arbitrators who pos-

sess antitrust expertise. Companies will need to

vet candidates carefully. An arbitrator who has

extensive antitrust experience will likely make the

challenge process easier for the parties. An arbitra-

tor who lacks antitrust experience, however, may

impede the process and require the parties to

expend additional resources to bring the arbitrator

up to speed.

DOJ’s Future Use of Arbitration

While DOJ supports using ADR to resolve

future merger challenges in the “right circum-

stances,” there is limited guidance as to what con-

stitutes such circumstances. AAG Delrahim ex-

plained that DOJ would consider three factors

when determining whether to use arbitration:

E efficiency gains,

E clarity of the question the arbitrator would

resolve, and

E potential lost opportunity to create legal

precedent.

AAG Delrahim added that DOJ also would con-

sider the identity of the arbitrator, how costs

would be allocated, and the arbitration process,

which would be agreed by DOJ and the parties

“likely before filing suit.”18

DOJ stated arbitration might be appropriate if

there is agreement between DOJ and companies

on a clear question for the arbitrator. Identifying

and reaching agreement on this point may prove

challenging in many cases, including on the dis-

crete issue of market definition when, as in this

case, there may be aspects of the separate—and

non-arbitrable—competitive effects analysis that

potentially support the companies’ arguments.

This is especially so given that DOJ anticipates

these agreements on the scope of arbitration oc-

curring prior to filing suit.

Finally, it is possible that arbitration could

hinder the development of antitrust precedent.

Mindful of public policy concerns, DOJ has

warned that it will not pursue arbitration if it

means a lost opportunity to create valuable legal

precedent.19 DOJ may not want to use arbitration

in cases that involve high-profile industries or

companies, or that implicate important policy

considerations. In these situations, the government

is more likely to pursue litigation that creates val-

uable legal precedent over arbitration, where the

outcome and reasons for it will be less transparent

and determinative of future cases. Still, DOJ may

selectively offer or agree to arbitration in chal-

lenging matters where it faces difficult facts. By

sidelining these matters, DOJ could skew court

precedent—strategically or unintentionally—in

its favor, ultimately leading to more pro-

enforcement case law.
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A trend is emerging in the world of alternative

investments that is defying decades of tradition.

There is a noticeable blending of activism and

private equity, intrinsically separate investment

strategies that once occupied two distinct arenas,

into a hybrid space in which private equity firms

are making minority investments and hedge funds

are acquiring whole companies. While certain

activist investors such as Paul Singer and Carl

Icahn have long been selectively acquisitive due

to their size, other activist investors are also start-

ing to employ private equity-like strategies. For

their part, some private equity firms have recently

taken up their own form of activist investing.

Differences Between Activists and
Private Equity

Activist investors and private equity firms share

a common goal: to acquire an ownership stake in

a company they consider to be undervalued, effect

certain changes at the company designed to boost

value, and then realize a return on their original
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investment by exiting the company at a higher

valuation. Historically, however, activist investors

and private equity firms have employed funda-

mentally different means to reach this similar end.

Specifically, activists and private equity firms

have distinct philosophies with respect to control

and publicity, which in turn influences both struc-

ture and strategy.

Even though activists and private equity firms

both wish to implement change within a company,

their respective approaches in doing this differ

significantly. Private equity firms, either acting

alone or as part of a consortium, purchase whole

companies which they go on to operate over the

course of several years. Activist investors take a

more indirect approach by purchasing minority

stakes in order to exert influence through board

representation. This contrast of economic versus

de facto control is the most fundamental differ-

ence separating activism from private equity and

greatly influences how firms in each space are

structured. For example, private equity’s long-

term strategy requires lengthy lock-up periods.

Activists move much more quickly and therefore

can offer investors significantly shorter lock-up

periods, which facilitates fundraising for activist

hedge funds.

Activist investors depend on publicity and uti-

lize it effectively to gain significant influence over

a public company through small ownership stakes.

In order to implement their desired changes at a

company, activists generally launch proxy con-

tests for board representation and other business

proposals. Activists launch public campaigns to

garner support from institutional investors and

other large shareholders, as well as proxy advi-

sory firms such as ISS and Glass Lewis, for their

director candidates and other proposals. The risk

of engaging in a public campaign also encourages

companies to engage directly and productively

with the activist.

On the other hand, private equity firms gener-

ally operate outside the public eye. One reason for

this is due to the typical investor base on which

private equity relies. Government and private pen-

sion funds usually have little to no appetite for the

kind of public attention that hedge funds often

utilize. More importantly, private equity firms are

ultimately seeking actual control, which is dif-

ficult to obtain without the support of the board

and management. Private equity firms also depend

on management to facilitate access to the infor-

mation required to commit to purchasing, and

ultimately operating, whole companies.

Recent Evidence of Convergence

Recently, however, the once-clear dividing line

between activism and private equity has started to

fade. For reasons articulated in greater detail

below, hedge funds and private equity firms have

been taking pages out of each other’s playbooks.

For example, in January 2020 KKR announced a

6.3% stake in Dave & Buster’s Entertainment Inc.

(“D&B”), which KKR has since increased to

8.3%. While KKR’s stake in D&B could lead to a

future sale of the restaurant and arcade company,

there is little indication at this point that KKR

plans to be the ultimate acquirer. Instead, KKR

has stated its intention to engage with D&B man-

agement in a constructive manner.

D&B, as a restaurant and arcade operator, is

particularly susceptible to the impact of the novel

coronavirus known as COVID-19. On March 19,

2020, after its shares dropped nearly 90% as

compared to one month prior, D&B announced

that it had adopted a shareholder rights plan, more

commonly known as a “poison pill.” While it is in

effect, the rights plan will have the effect of
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preventing KKR from acquiring more than 15%

of D&B’s outstanding shares.

KKR’s move into activism goes beyond D&B,

suggesting that minority investments have a place

within the private equity stalwart’s broader

strategy. In 2018, KKR acquired a 1.6% stake in

LogMeIn Inc., which was later sold to Elliott

Management Corp.’s private equity arm and Fran-

cisco Partners Management LLC. Other signifi-

cant minority positions acquired and later sold by

KKR include stakes in BroadSoft Inc., Buffalo

Wild Wings Inc., Marvell Technology Group Ltd.,

Amedisys Inc. and LiveRamp Holdings Inc.

KKR is not the only private equity firm acting

like an activist. TPG is reportedly raising a new

“Strategic Capital Fund” designed to amass minor-

ity stakes in public companies and press for

change in a “management-friendly” manner.

While KKR and TPG’s emerging brand of activ-

ism is consistent with private equity doctrine with

respect to management engagement, other private

equity firms have not shied away from taking a

more hostile approach. For example, in early

January 2020, private equity firms Atlas Holdings

and Blue Wolf Capital kicked off a proxy contest

for board seats at paper manufacturer Verso

Corporation. The proxy fight ended in a settlement

at the end of January, pursuant to which Atlas and

Blue Wolf gained three out of Verso’s seven board

seats. Likewise, after Red Robin Gourmet Burg-

ers, Inc. rejected Vintage Capital’s takeover at-

tempt in September 2019, the private equity firm

vowed to conduct a “thorough review of [Red Ro-

bin’s] books and records as permitted by ap-

plicable law” and to “further assess [Vintage’s]

options as to the replacement of all or a portion of

the Board. . .”

While private equity’s foray into activism is

more recently picking up steam, hedge funds were

in fact the first movers in the ongoing imitation

game. Perhaps the most notable example is El-

liott’s founding of a private equity arm, Evergreen

Coast Capital, in 2015. Reportedly established in

response to a failed 2014 bidding war for Riverbed

Technology, launching Evergreen represented a

fundamental shift for Elliott. Since its founding,

Evergreen has made several large acquisitions,

often in concert with more established private

equity players. Evergreen’s notable buyouts in-

clude the 2017 purchase of software company

Gigamon for $1.6 billion, the 2018 purchase of

Athenahealth (partnering with Veritas Capital) for

$5.7 billion, the 2019 purchase of Travelport

(partnering with Siris Capital) for $4.4 billion and

the previously-discussed 2019 purchase of Log-

MeIn Inc. for $4.3 billion. Many of Evergreen’s

deals highlight how Elliott has been able to lever-

age its activism expertise in connection with

acquiring public companies. Before purchasing

Athenahealth and Travelport, Elliott waged activ-

ist campaigns against both companies. Elliott also

previously held a board seat at LogMeIn, although

the activist had exited the stock two years prior to

Evergreen’s buyout.

Outside of Elliott, other activists are beginning

to employ similar private equity-like tactics. For

example, in 2019 Starboard Value LP made a $200

million investment in Papa John’s International

Inc. Unlike Starboard’s usual activist plays, the

Papa John’s investment was heavily negotiated

and is strategic in nature. Arriving in the wake of

a rumored failed auction process that included

Trian Partners Management LP, another hedge

fund, and beating out a competing bid from “Papa”

John Schnatter himself, Starboard’s winning bid

earned the activist newly-issued shares of convert-

ible preferred stock and at least two board seats.
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One of those seats included the chairmanship,

which was assumed by Starboard CEO and

founder Jeffrey Smith. Since making its initial

investment, Starboard has recruited a replacement

CEO for Papa John’s and has exercised an option

to purchase an additional $50 million of preferred

shares.

Drivers of Blending

Despite their historical differences, there are ar-

eas where private equity and activism share com-

mon ground. As discussed previously, hedge funds

and private equity firms share the same ultimate

objectives. They also often have similar types of

investors, and there is value in being able to offer

investors a broader spectrum of alternative invest-

ment products. Some of these investors include

active pension funds that partner with and invest

alongside of both private equity firms and hedge

funds, serving to further bridge the gap between

the two strategies. There is also an ongoing battle

between hedge funds and private equity firms over

talent. Hedge funds have heavily recruited former

private equity-trained individuals who bring with

them years of experience, strategies, and tenden-

cies founded in private equity.

Separately, the arrival of new competition in

both the private equity and activism spaces may

force the established players in each area to

expand into new territory. Private equity firms and

activist hedge funds often compete with each

other over the same investor base. As activist

investors begin to also offer in-house private

equity investment opportunities, private equity

firms may be forced to broaden their own offer-

ings to include minority investments.

In addition to drivers shared by both activists

and private equity firms, each has its own specific

motivations for crossing into the other’s domain.

For activists, private equity-like strategies may be

a natural progression for investors who already

work to identify a company’s weaknesses and

develop strategies to improve, and therefore

capitalize on, those weaknesses. Combine this

with the fact that activist hedge funds have more

financial resources to deploy and are becoming

increasingly institutionalized with growing re-

search staffs, and it is not surprising to see their

resources being applied to varying strategies.

In addition, companies are beginning to practice

the art of “thinking like an activist” and are

proactively addressing vulnerabilities that histori-

cally were low-hanging fruit for activists. With

fewer ill-prepared companies to target, activists

need to identify other types of targets and employ

alternate methods for putting their large amounts

of capital to work. Fortunately for hedge funds,

the increased frequency of auctions in a maturing

private equity market has brought increased trans-

parency, allowing activists, as relative newcom-

ers, to hold their own against more experienced

players.

Expanding into private equity also nicely

complements activism’s traditional strategies in a

number of ways. Indeed, the most certain way for

an activist to implement changes and unlock value

in a company may be to take full control and buy

it outright. Further, hedge funds that have com-

pleted buyouts in the past have more legitimacy

when making demands for change. This is espe-

cially true when an activist proposes an M&A

transaction, which has become an increasingly

prevalent strategy for activist investors. Even

when the activist does not truly intend to be the

ultimate purchaser of the company, it can im-

mediately put a company in play by making a bid

as a purely strategic move to establish a starting

point for other potential acquirers.
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For private equity firms, one major driver of

their foray into activism is volume. The private

equity space has simply become too crowded for

many firms not to branch out into unfamiliar terri-

tory in order to make use of their so-called “dry

powder,” which according to a recent Bain &

Company study sits at around $1.5 trillion. Simi-

lar to how hedge funds have evolved their strate-

gies, expanding into activism has become a natu-

ral next step for many private equity firms as they

are beginning to see value in effecting change

through board representation. Further, the com-

mitments that private equity firms make to re-

search and diligence can be applied to activist situ-

ations just as well as to traditional buyouts.

Private equity firms are also beginning to come

around to taking a more aggressive stance towards

management. Proxy fights are still uncommon in

private equity, in part due to the aforementioned

contractual restrictions implemented by large

investors. However, there is a growing sentiment

that private equity firms can still work construc-

tively with management to ultimately get a deal

done even after a hostile or contentious initial

engagement.

Potential Impact of COVID-19

The disruptive effect that COVID-19 has had

on markets throughout March 2020 could poten-

tially accelerate the convergence of activism and

private equity. As market volatility increases and

stock prices continue to decline, the risk of hostile

takeovers and shareholder activist activity natu-

rally increases. Public companies with reduced

equity values have suddenly become vulnerable

because it is now less costly for new investors to

quickly accumulate large stakes and for existing

investors to increase their levels of ownership.

While many investors are exiting their positions,

some activist hedge funds are in fact doubling

down on their previous bets. For example, Carl

Icahn increased his stake in Occidental Petroleum

from 2.5% to 9.6% as oil prices plummeted, a

move which will bolster his ongoing bid to control

Occidental’s board. While the recent downturn has

resulted in a mix of activity from traditional activ-

ists, it remains to be seen whether these activists

will use this opportunity to conduct additional

buyouts rather than minority investments.

The recent market slide may also cause more

private equity firms to move even further into

activism. As discussed previously, private equity

as a whole has a significant amount of dry powder,

which now has increased purchasing power. How-

ever, despite record levels of capital, private

equity firms still depend on debt markets, which

are now beginning to tighten. As a result, private

equity firms may seek to deploy less capital per

investment, potentially through acquiring minor-

ity stakes in public companies.

Conclusion

While COVID-19 has led to volatility and

uncertainty, the blending of private equity and

activism is likely to continue through 2020, as

both activists and private equity firms dedicate

significant time and capital toward new strategies.

Time will tell, however, whether this trend is part

of a permanent shift in alternative investments.

How successful private equity firms and hedge

funds are at adopting each other’s methods could

dictate whether more and other types of firms try

their hand at something new. Further, in February

2020, it was reported that Vanguard Group was

launching its own private equity fund. It is pos-

sible that other traditionally passive investors

could also seek to establish themselves in private

markets, paving the way for further convergence

of investment strategies.
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As boards convene to discuss the implications

of the current situation on, among other things,

their employees, supply chain, finances, and over-

all business, takeover preparedness should be

evaluated. Given huge declines in stock prices,

many companies believe that they may be vulner-

able to coercive or abusive takeover practices or

activist programs and are considering defensive

measures. In the week of March 23 alone, six

companies adopted shareholder rights plans, or

“poison pills”; many more put them “on the shelf.”

Avoiding Premature Adoption of a
Shareholder Rights Plan

Companies with market capitalizations over $2

billion have a measure of protection through HSR

Act filing requirements that smaller companies do

not have, at least with respect to potential op-

portunistic takeover bids. While big cap compa-

nies can be vulnerable to activist accumulations

given techniques available to certain investors,

their size alone provides a measure of protection,

at least until today’s record volatility levels

subside. Big cap and all other companies would,

we believe, be well advised to ramp up stock

watch programs to closely monitor their share-

holder base, trading patterns, and share accumula-

tions and maintain open lines of communication

with their shareholders. Lastly, boards of big caps

should be prepared to adopt a rights plan on short

notice if it is warranted by an activist intervention

or other event. This so-called “shelf” rights plan

approach means educating or refreshing the board

on what rights plans are and how they work, but

not actually adopting a plan until specific circum-

stances warrant.

Considering Adoption of a Shareholder
Rights Plan

Companies with market capitalizations under

$2 billion should consider adopting a shareholder

rights plan if they are confronted with an ac-

cumulator or if other circumstances warrant and,

at a minimum, should go through the “shelf”

rights plan process. Medium to smaller companies

are generally not afforded the advance notice

protections provided by HSR filings.

Even if unaware of such activity in its stock, a

smaller cap company with a sufficiently depressed

share price may still reasonably determine that

there is a credible threat of such activity material-

izing and could adopt a plan.

The specific terms of a plan (duration, trigger

percentage, grandfathering, etc.) cannot be deter-

mined in the abstract but depend on a company’s

particular circumstances, including whether or not

an accumulator is known to be at work.

Don’t Forget About the Proxy Advisors

ISS and Glass Lewis have historically been

highly critical of rights plans and recommended

“withhold” votes for directors/nominees if a board
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adopted a rights plan without shareholder

approval. However, with sufficient justification

from the company and a commitment to put any

renewal to a shareholder vote, both ISS and Glass

Lewis can be amenable to plans with a duration of

less than one year.

Whether or not proxy advisors will recommend

for or against a rights plan without a commitment

to put it to a shareholder vote will depend on the

particular circumstances at hand—whether the

company has an accumulator, how long a period

until the company’s annual shareholder meeting,

and the terms of the plan. In this regard, messag-

ing is critical. Accompanying press releases and

Form 8-Ks must emphasize the company’s intent

to prevent an abusive or coercive takeover, not an

intent to prevent an activist from accumulating a

stake. Furthermore, the short duration of the plan

should be emphasized, and, if applicable, a com-

mitment to put the plan to a vote at the upcoming

annual meeting or prior to any renewal should be

made.

Two Key Takeaways

E Shareholder rights plans may be effective

for certain companies in light of current

market conditions, but companies also have

other steps that should be considered avail-

able to them.

E Companies adopting shareholder rights

plans should be purposeful and customize

their plans according to their current circum-

stances, specifically with respect to duration,

trigger, and shareholder approval.

COVID-19: ONGOING

M&A/PE ISSUES AND

DEVELOPMENTS

By Gail Weinstein, Philip Richter, Steven

Epstein, and Warren S. de Wied
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and Steven Epstein are partners and co-heads of

the M&A practice, and Warren de Wied is a

partner in the New York office of Fried, Frank,

Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP. Contact:

gail.weinstein@friedfrank.com or

philip.richter@friedfrank.com or

steven.epstein@friedfrank.com or

warren.dewied@friedfrank.com.

Level of activity. Business and market disrup-

tion and uncertainty is expected to lead to a

marked slowdown in M&A activity. Depressed

stock prices and general dislocation may lead to

an increase in unsolicited bids for companies; and

supply chain disruptions may increase restructur-

ing activity. As of late March, we see most pend-

ing deals moving forward. One reported excep-

tion has been Xerox’s postponement of its $34

billion unsolicited pursuit of HP, with Xerox stat-

ing that all of its focus right now will be on the

health and safety of its various stakeholders. On

the activism front, there may be new activism-

focused funds formed to take advantage of the

business and market dislocations, and activists

may take advantage of depressed prices to ac-

cumulate shares and offer plans for recovery.

Due diligence. Due diligence protocols are be-

ing updated to seek to assess the potential impact

of the pandemic on target companies. There has

been a focus on target company contingency plan-

ning, business interruption insurance, supply
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chain issues, the status of existing contracts and

business relationships, and pandemic-related

vulnerabilities concerning restrictions on travel

and gatherings, ability to work remotely, and the

like.

Banker valuations. Banker valuations and fair-

ness committee processes are being updated to

take into account the potential impact of the

pandemic. One issue of note is that, with declin-

ing interest rates resulting in a lower discount rate

input to a discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis,

the DCF result is higher than it would be if the

interest rate were higher—even though the compa-

ny’s value has declined. Bankers need to take into

account and explain this anomalous result.

Definition of a MAC. In pending deals, parties

are considering whether the pandemic, or the

government’s response to it, is potentially covered

by the definition of a MAC; how to value the

potential impact; and whether the durational sig-

nificance of the impact would or would not trigger

the MAC-based condition or right to terminate.

An area of focus has been the standard exclusion

from most MAC clauses of changes that do not

disproportionately affect the company from others

in its industry. We have seen in some very recently

executed merger agreements a specific exclusion

from the MAC definition of the impact of the

pandemic.

Other merger agreement issues. Other merger

agreement issues include the potential impact of

the pandemic (and the governmental responses to

it) on (i) the bring-down at closing of representa-

tions and warranties; (ii) operation of the business

pending closing; (iii) the availability (and cost) of

acquisition financing (and remedies for a failure

to obtain financing if related to the pandemic); (iv)

protection of key executives and continuation of

employee-related policies and benefits adopted in

light of the pandemic; (v) impact on the timing of

the “end date” for closing; and (vi) in the private

company context, inclusions or carve-outs from

post-closing indemnification. Companies will

have to consider when and how to communicate

coronavirus-related developments at the company

to their merger agreement counterparty.

Logistics. Logistics will be a challenge requir-

ing significant planning and adaptation, including

with respect to conducting due diligence, negotia-

tions, board meetings, litigation, regulatory fil-

ings, etc. Health safety concerns, widespread and

extended school and daycare closings,

government-imposed or recommended travel or

other restrictions, and the counterparty’s views

and policies all will have to be taken into account.

Backup plans should be in place in the event key

persons involved become unavailable and delays

may be inevitable. Of note, the Department of

Justice and the Federal Trade Commission have

announced that, due to health concerns relating to

the pandemic, they will not be accepting hard cop-

ies of any premerger notification documents and

have put in place a temporary e-filing system.

With respect to litigation, we note that in many

cases court appearances have been delayed or

moved to conference calls. The Delaware Court

of Chancery has set guidelines for how trials will

proceed if there are issues about personal

appearances.

Also, citing concerns about the large number of

spectators expected for a trial that was to begin re-

lating to stockholder claims against Elon Musk in

connection with Tesla’s acquisition of Solar City,

Vice Chancellor Slights postponed the trial until

after pandemic concerns have resolved.

Sponsors’ ongoing and new fundraising. Most
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major sponsors are continuing closings in ongo-

ing offerings and, to the extent possible, accelerat-

ing timing to close where they have final investor

documents in hand, rather than holding documents

to aggregate them for a larger close. For sponsors

ramping up to launch new funds, generally activ-

ity has not slowed. However, given the anxiety in

the markets and around the overall impacts of the

pandemic, many are revising their anticipated tim-

ing for first closings to the summer or early in the

fall. In limited circumstances, sponsors are seek-

ing to accelerate new fundraising for mandates for

which there is a view that there may be buying

opportunities in this period of uncertainty or as

we emerge from it. In other cases, where their

mandates are particularly challenged by the cur-

rent environment, we have seen sponsors take a

pause on current fundraising or delay plans to

launch new products.

Fund agreements. Force majeure or similar

contract avoidance clauses are not broadly incor-

porated into fund agreements. We have not seen

investors seeking to incorporate such triggers into

documents being negotiated now. Where such pro-

visions do appear, an examination of their rel-

evance is fact-specific and depends on the applica-

tion of the relevant governing law.

Financial contracts. Market participants need

to evaluate how events stemming from the pan-

demic are dealt with under trading agreements

governing derivatives and other financial

instruments. In addition to force majeure clauses,

market disruption provisions and fallbacks in

those contracts may be triggered. Scheduled valu-

ation dates or dates for making payments and

deliveries may be postponed due to business inter-

ruption and unscheduled holidays. In addition,

large and sudden fluctuations in financial markets

may trigger demands for collateral. Parties to OTC

derivatives and other similar transactions need to

monitor and manage their liquidity to ensure they

are prepared to meet such collateral posting

requirements.

Liquidity concerns. In light of the tremendous

turmoil in global markets during the last month

resulting from the pandemic and the plunge in oil

prices, many companies are focused on ensuring

that they have sufficient liquidity to support their

operations during a potentially prolonged eco-

nomic downturn. Major corporate borrowers have

been upsizing revolvers and some companies have

considered drawing down under existing revolv-

ing or term credit facilities and “banking” the

funds to ensure that cash remains available to

them. Each borrower will need to make a business

judgment and weigh the additional costs of bor-

rowing prophylactically against macroeconomic

market risks and risks that may affect the particu-

lar borrower differently from the overall market

because of its industry or particular situation.

Credit agreements. When considering addi-

tional borrowing, it should be kept in mind that

borrowers are generally required to bring down

credit agreement representations and warranties

(in all material respects) in connection with a

revolving credit facility borrowing. Borrowers

should focus in particular on the language of their

“no material adverse change” and solvency repre-

sentations, including whether the MAC rep covers

a material adverse change in the Borrower’s busi-

ness “prospects,” and whether the solvency repre-

sentation is limited to historical solvency (at the

time of an LBO, for example) or pro forma for the

borrowing being made. Borrowers should review

their credit agreements for force majeure or simi-

lar provisions that might excuse a revolving

lender’s obligation to lend in bad economic
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environments. (Generally in our experience, com-

mitted facilities do not include such provisions.)

Counterparty credit risk. Borrowers should

remember that, notwithstanding the language of

their respective contracts, they remain subject to

counterparty credit risk. For the time being, the

risk is even greater for lenders in China, Italy, and

other countries with severe travel and work

restrictions.

Financial covenants. Many sponsor-backed

borrowers have financial covenants applicable

only to their revolving credit facility that are trig-

gered when the revolving credit facility is drawn

in excess of certain thresholds (generally between

30-40%). Often, certain items (e.g., undrawn let-

ters of credit) are excluded subject to a cap. Bor-

rowers should refamiliarize themselves with these

covenants (what the levels are, when the covenant

is tested, updated compliance projections, etc.).

Oversight responsibility. A board must exercise

appropriate oversight with respect to material

risks facing the company. COVID-19 may well

constitute such a risk for many companies given

the global scale, novelty, and potential direct

impact on numerous business areas (personnel,

supply chain, customers, financing, and so on).

We note that the SEC recently has emphasized the

need for disclosure of material risks and the extent

of the board-level oversight. A board should

ensure that it receives relevant and timely updates

from management to understand how the company

is being affected, as well as the most recent guid-

ance from health organizations.

Meetings. Companies are considering whether

to make changes to hold virtual-only or virtual-

and-in-person meetings (including annual share-

holder meetings) and events. Staples, Inc. has an-

nounced that its annual meeting this year will be

virtual. Before changing to a virtual annual meet-

ing, companies should consider the company’s

corporate governance documents, state corporate

law, stock exchange requirements, proxy advisory

firm policies, and proxy statement disclosure.

Companies also should take into account the in-

vestor relations impact and should consider engag-

ing with major shareholders about making the

change.

Contingency planning. Many companies are

forming task forces comprised of senior manage-

ment to coordinate COVID-19-related issues. A

company should develop a comprehensive com-

munications plan to provide consistent messaging

to all corporate constituents, including sharehold-

ers, lenders and employees. Companies should as-

sess the existing and potential impact of the

pandemic on their existing commercial agree-

ments—including whether the pandemic would

trigger: a material adverse change or force ma-

jeure provision or another provision relating to a

right to delay performance; a right to revise the

terms or terminate the agreement; or a notice

requirement. In addition, the potential of an in-

ability to perform by the company or the counter-

party should be considered, the potential impact

assessed, and next steps considered. When enter-

ing into new contracts or business arrangements,

the company should evaluate whatever pandemic-

related risks are foreseen at that time and consider

whether and how those (and unknown) risks

should be addressed.

Insurance. Companies should consider

whether their insurance policies cover the effects

of the pandemic, including any business

interruption. Business interruption due to the

pandemic may not be covered under a company’s

classic business interruption policy (which often
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covers only damages that result from physical

damage to the insured’s property). Business inter-

ruption losses may, however, be covered as an

add-on to the company’s property or umbrella in-

surance (although typically there is a force ma-

jeure exception to the coverage). It is important to

be aware of the specific conditions or exclusions,

and the usually strict notice requirements, under

these policies. Many current business interruption

policies exclude bacterial and/ or viral events from

coverage. Companies should consider whether to

expand their business interruption insurance go-

ing forward to cover losses resulting from epidem-

ics or public health emergencies.
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2020 DRAFT VERTICAL

MERGER GUIDELINES AND
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STAKEHOLDERS
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at the DOJ Workshop on Draft Vertical Merger

Guidelines in Washington, D.C., on March 11,
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Any time the subject of new guidelines comes

up, it is natural to wonder what the Agencies hope

to accomplish by issuing guidelines. My own

views on guidelines are shaped by excellent

papers written by Greg Werden and Paul Yde.1 My

reading of their papers suggests at least four

reasons why the antitrust agencies issue

guidelines. First, the agencies may use guidelines

as a way to summarize the law, just as the Ameri-

can Law Institute issues Restatements of the laws

of contracts, property, and other topics.

Second, the agencies may use guidelines to

clarify how they intend to approach topics on

which there is no clear binding precedent. For

example, Werden explains that the 1968 Horizon-

tal Merger Guidelines “were a measured response”

designed to address the “cloud of uncertainty” that

hung over federal merger law following the Su-

preme Court decisions in Vons Grocery, Pabst

Brewing, and Procter & Gamble.2

Third, guidelines may disclose and formalize

an approach the agencies have heretofore used

informally. For example, Werden notes that the

1992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines formally

“codified” several unilateral effects analyses the

Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice

had been using for years.3 Fourth, the agencies

may use guidelines to advance new analytic

techniques. For example, the 1982 Horizontal

Merger Guidelines adopted, and subsequently

popularized, the hypothetical monopolist test. The

2010 Guidelines likewise sought to popularize

GUPPIs.4

I was prompted to reflect on these potential

rationales for issuing guidelines by Professor Mi-

chael A. Salinger’s submission that asked if the

DVMGs are intended to announce a shift in policy

towards challenging more vertical mergers.5

Given that vertical merger competitive effects

modelling is still more art than science, and given

that vertical merger case law is scant, I believe

that Vertical Merger Guidelines will be most ef-

fective if they codify existing enforcement

practices. On average, the Agencies closely review

roughly two or three vertical mergers, and chal-

lenge one vertical merger, each year.6

With respect to the specific issue raised in

Salinger’s submission, I would note the following.

To be sure, our understanding of vertical mergers
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has changed since the 1984 Guidelines were

issued. And at the FTC’s Hearings on Competi-

tion and Consumer Protection in the 21st Century,

participants on our vertical merger panels agreed

essentially unanimously that the 1984 Guidelines

are outdated.7 However, I’m not aware of legal or

empirical economic scholarship that would merit

an across-the-board increase in vertical merger

enforcement above current levels.

Relationship Between EDM and Raising
Rivals’ Costs

Some commenters8 called for the elimination

of double marginalization (“EDM”) to be treated

like a cost-saving efficiency. Others9 called for the

discussion of EDM to be incorporated into the uni-

lateral effects section, emphasizing the interdepen-

dence between EDM and potential harms. I found

compelling the perspective of those commenters10

who asserted that EDM arises from the same eco-

nomic incentives as the leading vertical theory of

harm, raising rivals’ cost (“RRC”). Just to recap,

RRC occurs when the merged firm increases price

to other downstream firms to drive sales to itself,

while EDM occurs when the merged firm sells to

itself at cost, resulting in lower prices to its

customers.

Both EDM and RRC result from changed eco-

nomic incentives generated by the merger, as op-

posed to cost-saving efficiencies that might be

generated by, say, the combination of complemen-

tary productive assets. In other words, EDM oc-

curs even in the absence of cost-saving

efficiencies. Several comments11 pointed to recent

economics papers emphasizing that RRC effects

and EDM effects are correlated in size, across a

variety of market shares and concentration levels.

Indeed, these commenters provided compelling

arguments that EDM is a determinant of the size

of RRC. As one comment12 pointed out, a large

EDM effect can even cause the merged firm to

lower the price it charges to other downstream

firms.

Consequently, my view is that any RRC analy-

sis must simultaneously—and symmetrically—

address EDM. Evidence, whether qualitative or

quantitative, that a merger is likely to generate

large RRC effects is unavailing without a concur-

rent EDM analysis. The vertical analysis I’ve seen

from FTC staff and outside experts does reflect a

symmetric approach to EDM and RRC. Since

these DVMGs will be useful only to the extent

they codify existing practices, it is important that

they treat EDM and RRC symmetrically.

“Demonstration” of EDM

The Draft Guidelines state that “the agencies

generally rely on the parties to identify and dem-

onstrate whether and how the merger eliminates

double marginalization.” This sentence generated

many comments about what this reliance might

look like.13 My experience has been that FTC staff

rely on parties’ information to conduct competi-

tive effects analyses. For example, in a horizontal

merger, parties’ business documents or transac-

tions data obtained via Second Request may

inform assessments of the degree of substitut-

ability between merging firms.

In a vertical context, naturally, assessments of

both RRC and EDM will depend in part on infor-

mation provided by the parties. For example, in-

formation on pre-merger markups would inform

analysis of the magnitude of EDM and RRC.

Under a symmetric approach to RRC and EDM,

requiring parties to “demonstrate” a merger’s

EDM would amount to demanding a full competi-

tive effects analysis from merging parties—not, I

think, the appropriate way to proceed. My view is
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that for any effects analysis, merging parties have

a burden of production, but the Agencies bear the

burden of proof. Given the many comments relat-

ing to the burden of EDM, it appears that this

concept would benefit from clarification in the

DVMGs.

EDM and Merger Specificity

Regardless of how one allocates the burden of

demonstrating EDM, many commenters observed

that meeting the burden depends on the standard

for merger specificity of EDM.14 At issue is the

possibility that two unintegrated firms can achieve

the same benefits of EDM via contract. For ex-

ample, such a contract could obligate the upstream

firm to sell its product at cost in exchange for an

upfront payment from the downstream firm. I

agree that if pre-merger contracting eliminates all

or nearly all of one margin, a vertical merger is

unlikely to result in procompetitive EDM.

However, I would not have our competitive ef-

fects analysis hinge on the possibility of efficient

contracting outside of a merger. Contracting is

hard. As one comment15 observed, mergers “solve

coordination problems that are solved less well, or

not at all, by contracts.” Another16 stated that “a

merger is the only realistic and practical way to

eliminate double marginalization . . . It is simply

not realistic that arm’s length parties could suf-

ficiently align their incentives to eliminate double

marginalization.” Factors like demand uncertainty,

risk aversion, information asymmetries, or trans-

action costs make efficient contracting difficult or

impossible.17 Another of my mentors, Professor

Roger Blair, spent a decade of his fruitful career

writing about the relative benefits and drawbacks

of vertical integration through contract and

merger. Roger argued that because there are trans-

actions costs and other inefficiencies associated

with vertical contracting, many vertical mergers

produce merger-specific EDM.18

For me, the relevant question is whether the

firms did achieve efficient contracting before

merging, not whether they could. In my view, only

in the former case should we alter our competitive

effects analysis. Suppose (for the sake of argu-

ment) that the Agencies were to dismiss EDM

when they believe parties could contract more ef-

ficiently absent merging. Such a regime would

raise several questions. First, how do we square a

finding that such contracting would be profitable

with the plain fact that the parties were unable to

implement efficient contracts prior to merging?

Second, why would parties incur the expense,

time, and uncertainty of HSR review if the same

benefits were available to them via contract?

Third, how are the Agencies to distinguish those

firms that could realize EDM via contract from

those that could not? And finally, would the Agen-

cies treat RRC effects, which could be achieved

by contract, symmetrically?19

As a practical matter, the FTC routinely col-

lects data and documents relating to firms’ supply

contracts in the course of its antitrust

investigations. I cannot recall an instance in which

a firm had managed to fully eliminate double

marginalization by contract. The most likely

explanation for not observing EDM among uninte-

grated firms in the real world is that contracting

costs preclude effective EDM. Of course, we do

see various forms of nonlinear pricing, such as

two-part tariffs, in the real world. However, I

agree with the comment that noted that “the mere

existence of a contract capable of mitigating

double marginalization does not tell us about its

efficacy compared to vertical integrations.”20

In summary, I think it is completely appropriate
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to assess the nature of pre-merger contracting as

part of a competitive effects analysis, but I would

base competitive effects analysis only on what the

market actually looks like, and not what the Agen-

cies think the market should look like.

Safe Harbors and Share Screens

Perhaps no aspect of the Draft Guidelines

provoked more comments than its statement that

the Agencies are unlikely to challenge a merger in

which both upstream and downstream shares are

below 20%. Some commenters expressed concern

that the screen may miss problematic mergers.21

Other commenters expressed concern that the

screen will inappropriately develop into a struc-

tural presumption.22 Few, if any, comments de-

fended the 20/20 screen. In fact, an array of com-

menters expressed highly negative views,

characterizing it as “arbitrary and unprincipled”23

and “ineffective and useless,”24 and stating that it

“does not provide much certainty”25 and “has no

basis in the social science literature.”26

I hear these concerns loud and clear. My view

is that any screen would have only one purpose:

to rule out harm at an early stage, before staff re-

sources are consumed. Line drawing is potentially

a useful resource allocation tool, provided we

draw lines based on precedent and empirical

results. I’m not sure the 20 percent screen in the

DVMGs meets this standard. I would prefer to ei-

ther remove this screen or, with the benefits of

international harmonization in mind, adjust it to

match the 30 percent screen used by the European

Commission.27 I fully agree with commenters that

neither law nor economics support an inference of

illegality on the sole basis of shares, particularly

for a vertical merger.

Stepping back, our instinct to use market shares

to analyze vertical mergers likely derives from

well-honed techniques for horizontal merger anal-

ysis, ranging from humble delta HHIs to state-of-

the-art merger simulation models, each of which

depends on shares. But we should employ caution

in applying horizontal logic to vertical mergers. If

horizontal merger analysis weighs anticompeti-

tive effects against cost-saving efficiencies, verti-

cal analysis adds a third and procompetitive fac-

tor, EDM, to the mix.

As I described earlier, economic analysis indi-

cates that procompetitive EDM and anticompeti-

tive harm tend to increase or decrease in concert

across different levels of market concentration.

Consequently, we cannot rely on concentration

screens in the vertical merger context as we do

with horizontal mergers. For example, high up-

stream and downstream shares bring us closer to

the textbook case of successive monopolies, often

used as an illustration of a merger with EDM but

no adverse effects.28 Further, the correlation be-

tween EDM and RRC implies that mergers that

are more likely to result in anticompetitive RRC

are also more likely to result in procompetitive

EDM.29 As drafted, this share threshold clearly

causes more consternation than clarity, which runs

counter to the rationale for issuing the DVMGs.

The Agencies will need to think carefully about

how to address the concerns expressed in the

comments.

The Relative Likelihood of Harm from
Vertical Transactions

Economists have conducted a number of retro-

spective studies of vertical mergers. Most suggest

that consumers benefit. For example, LaFontaine

and Slade found in a 2007 survey that “efficiency

considerations overwhelm anticompetitive mo-

tives in most contexts.”30 A 2005 survey by four
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FTC economists found similar results.31 So did a

2018 survey by economists at the Global Antitrust

Institute.32 I would love to see more vertical

merger retrospectives, regardless of the result. If

we are missing harmful vertical mergers, I want to

know about them.

Given the current state of the empirical litera-

ture, I agree with the comment that observed a

“deafening silence” concerning “the Agencies’

general attitude towards vertical mergers.”33 This

silence is particularly noticeable when viewed

within the context of other guidance documents.

For example, the 1984 Guidelines state that verti-

cal mergers are less likely to be problematic than

horizontal mergers.34 So do the European Com-

mission’s 2008 guidelines.35

Has anything changed between when those

guidelines were issued and now that would make

such a disclaimer inappropriate for our DVMGs?

I do not think so. The vast weight of economic

scholarship continues to find that most vertical

mergers benefit consumers. The frequency of

Agency scrutiny of vertical mergers remains

roughly constant. As noted above, one comment

observed that the Agencies have only conducted

detailed investigations of “at most 2-3 vertical

mergers per year,” with only about one per year

resulting in a remedy.36 (Granted, we’re above that

run rate during my tenure at the Commission.)

I believe it would be constructive—for agency

staff, practitioners, and the business commu-

nity—to include this kind of language in any verti-

cal merger guidelines. Doing so would provide

useful guidance on how the Agencies view verti-

cal mergers vis a vis their horizontal counterparts

and best reflect what we can learn from the empiri-

cal economic literature.

On a related note, one comment observed that

Section 8 of the Draft Guidelines states that verti-

cal mergers have “the potential to create cogniza-

ble efficiencies.” Specifically, the comment noted

that this language appears to signal a retreat from

the 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines, which

state that “a primary benefit of mergers to the

economy is their potential to generate significant

efficiencies and thus enhance the merged firm’s

ability and incentive to compete.”37 To avoid

creating the false impression that the Agencies

have changed their approach to efficiencies since

2010, the DVMGs should more clearly state the

ways in which vertical mergers can generate

efficiencies.

Conclusion

Thank you, once again, to all who submitted

such thoughtful and insightful comments on the

DVMGs. I believe the excellent public comments

we have received chart a constructive course

forward as we seek to move this initiative across

the finish line. I encourage the DOJ and the FTC

to carefully consider the thoughtful input we have

received from stakeholders, and to continue speak-

ing with one voice in offering clear guidance on

vertical enforcement practices.
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FROM THE EDITOR

COVID-19 and M&A: The Crisis In Its
First Weeks

In March 2020, the world changed. In the time

between the previous issue of The M&A Lawyer

and this one, the COVID-19 pandemic caused

much of North America and Europe to go into

lockdown. Whatever plans that companies had for

acquisitions in spring 2020 are all up in the air.

During late March, The M&A Lawyer talked to

lawyers in the U.S., Canada and the UK to get a

sense of how the pandemic was affecting such ar-

eas as M&A, corporate governance, and antitrust.

The lawyers said they were both heartened by

signs of perseverance and cooperation but they

also felt as if an ice age had hit without warning.

Grant McGlaughlin, a partner in the Toronto

office of Fasken, described the mid-March period

as “the brakes getting put on—becoming difficult

to do negotiations and due diligence. Sellers are

not going to come to market right now, and there

are a number of deals are close to the finish line

where buyers are having second thoughts, or us-

ing this time to renegotiate.”

“A lot of legal diligence can be done remotely

but there’s still a lot of on-site diligence for a lot

of companies, depending on the nature of the

company,” he added. “A buyer may need to deter-

mine if there are environmental issues with a sell-

er’s properties: there’s a bunch of different things

they have to assess.”

In the first days of the crisis, when states and

cities started issuing stay-in-place orders, “there

were a number of deals in the pipeline and on the

buy side where we had 30 to 40 person virtual due

diligence calls,” one head of an M&A legal prac-

tice said. “Then everything basically came to a

halt in the middle of last week [March 18-20].

That said, it’s a bit surprising there are still a fair

number of deals out there, with term sheets being

discussed. For many companies with deals in

progress, the situation is currently similar to the

2008 financial crisis, in that there is now a tremen-

dous focus on the ability or rights of parties to

terminate a deal.”

Michael Sirkin, a partner at Ross, Aronstam &

Moritz in Wilmington, DE, said he thought “one

real challenge to come is, if as expected, a lot of

parties that are currently negotiating transactions,

who are between signing and closing, are now

looking at their MAE provisions. Those are the

kind of cases that, if they get litigated, they have

to be litigated really fast. Determining how that

kind of case could be accommodated right now

could put some stress on the system. But it likely

could be done—doing many depositions by video,

for example, or having a skeleton crew [of law-

yers] show up at the courthouse and talk to wit-

nesses by video.”

Valuations and financing are now potentially

deal-killing variables. “The leveraged loan mar-

kets and high-yield markets have dried up, so un-

less you’ve got a buyer with a significant amount

of cash, or a private equity buyer, it’s going to be

hard to pursue a deal at this point,” the M&A

practice head said. “Most of those companies who

are still engaged in discussions appear to hope that

we will hit a peak in the next month and then there

will be some greater sense of order in the capital

markets.”

“There’s a significant focus on liquidity and for

companies being able to forecast, if possible, what

the liquidity needs of their business will be. My

sense is the level of preparedness among compa-
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nies has varied dramatically. Some have gone out

and tapped their revolvers, with the perspective

that we really don’t have a great sense of what

things will look like three to six weeks from now.

So while there are borrowing costs, at the end of

the day having that cash and paying interest is a

relatively cheap insurance policy.”

Proxy season is another question mark, with

many companies scrambling to hold virtual meet-

ings and getting the board and/or regulatory ap-

proval to do so. Simon Beddow, a partner in the

London office of Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner,

said the pandemic hit right “at the start of three or

four months when most of the listed companies

on the LSE have to have their annual general

meetings. So there has been a lot of activity with

law firms all across the UK, getting together with

various professional bodies and the government

and working out how you can hold a shareholder

meeting when you can’t have more than two

people meeting in one place. There’s been a bit of

firefighting.”

That said, the widespread use of video confer-

encing technology and virtual deal rooms makes

conducting a remote meeting far more feasible

today. “If this had happened even 10 years ago, it

would have been much different,” Beddow noted.

Areas of Continuity

Sirkin noted that as of late March, “the Dela-

ware courts remain remarkably open. While mu-

nicipal court buildings are now closed to the pub-

lic, many cases can still proceed, if virtually. In so

much of Delaware litigation, we agree to sched-

ules and discovery and for the most part in a lot of

Delaware cases, you don’t have to involve the

court all that often in order to move the case along.

The courts have been well functioning and they

have been hearing motions telephonically.”

“In dispositive motions you would normally

have an in-person hearing, so those are a bit of an

adjustment,” he added. “And adjustments are also

needed for cases that get into the heavy deposition

stage. While there are remote solutions available,

our depositions typically tend to be in person—

lawyers travel to witnesses. No one’s traveling

now and no one’s sitting in the same room. The

other area where cases could still get bogged down

are those that are ready to be tried. I can’t imagine

doing a trial without having a lot of people physi-

cally in the same place.”

John Welge, a partner in the St. Louis office of

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner, said at the end of

March that “while deals have been slowed down,

I’m surprised that there is still some level of activ-

ity that continues to go on. Several deals are still

proceeding towards closing. There is activity go-

ing on, if at a much slower pace and at a lower

level.”

Uncertainty is one thing, perhaps the only thing,

that we can be sure of in the next few months. The

M&A Lawyer wishes for all its readers to be safe.

All best to you and your families.

Chris O’Leary

Managing Editor
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